Vactor et al., 1993
). In this screen, we recovered two alleles of stranded (sand) in which motor growth cones arrest before reaching their final targets. The molecular genetic analysis shown here reveals that stranded alleles are zygotic lethal mutations in Profilin (chickadee). In vitro experiments confirm that axon extension is impaired in Profilin mutants. Moreover, phenotypic comparisons and genetic interactions between chickadee (chic) and abl mutants support the notion that Profilin and Abl cooperate to promote axon extension.
Results
stranded Mutations Are Alleles of chickadee Using available collections of deficiency chromosomes, we mapped the lethal and nervous system phenotypes of stranded (sand1 and sand2) to region 26A on chromosome 2R. Four ethyl methanesulfonate-(EMS-) induced lethal complementation groups (Kotarski et al., 1983) and several lethal P element insertional mutations (Karpen and Spradling, 1992) have also been mapped to the region containing stranded. Genetic crosses with a number of these lethal mutations show that sand1, sand2, gdh-5, and the P element insertion l(2) 5205 fall into the same complementation group. This complementa- start of exon 1. This places the P element within chickadee intron 3. Drosophila Profilin is also required for correct bristle Alleles of chickadee were originally identified as viamorphogenesis, a process dependent on coordinated ble, female sterile mutations. To confirm that our new actin assembly (Verheyen and Cooley, 1994 , 1996) . Our discovery of similar motor and CNS axonal phenotypes in chic and bryos, we also observe defects in muscle patterning; such defects have also been reported previously in abl abl mutants, in addition to dramatic dose-sensitive interactions between these genes, supports a general model mutants (Bennett and Hoffmann, 1992).
The similarity between the chic and abl phenotypes, whereby Abl and Profilin work cooperatively to promote general axon outgrowth. both in the CNS and periphery, raised the question of whether these genes cooperate in axonal development.
Previous genetic analyses have provided convincing evidence that Profilin is necessary for a variety of actinTo determine if the function of Profilin is sensitive to the amount of Abl, as expected for components in the same dependent processes; however, the precise nature of this control has been difficult to establish. In vitro, Propathway, we examined chic homozygous embryos that lacked one allele of abl (chic prospero, a regulator of axonal outgrowth, and disabled, a novel tyrosine kinase substrate. Genes Dev. 7, 441-453.
